
Grade 3 Grammar and Punctuation Test 5
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Name: Date:

1 mark

1. Read the sentences below. Highlight the correct determiner in each sentence.

1 mark

1 mark

Shall we watch  film tonight?

How does  octopus breathe?

We parked in  underground car-park.

a     /     an

a     /     an

a     /     an

Please could you get your shoes on, Michael? asked Mum.

2. Rewrite the sentence in the box with the inverted commas in the correct places.

3. Match the word and the correct prefeix and rewrite it in the boxes.

inter

super

dis

appoint

action

hero
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4. Complete the sentence below by using the present form of the verb in the box.

I am so happy! I all my exams!

to pass

5. Read the sentence below. Highlight the subordinate clause.

adverbs

colons

paragraphs

capital letters

6. Sam is writing a story about a space adventure. What will Sam need to use in his writing
to help him organise his story? Highlight one.

While we were at the wedding, my dad’s car got clamped.

7. Read the sentence below. Tick next to the one correct answer.

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

Suresh always takes time to warm up before a race he doesn’t 
want to get injured.

so when because
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1 mark

8. Choose the most appropriate sub-heading for the paragraph.

There are three main types of pass that you can use in a game of netball.  
These are a shoulder pass, a chest pass and a bounce pass. As you improve, 
you will learn which pass is the best to use in different situations, depending 
on where you are in relation to the player you want to pass to.

9. Which pair of words makes a different noun when used with the prefix ‘pre’?

Tick one pair.

circle / colon

How to play netball Types of netball passes

school / view

How to score in netball Types of ball games

marine / way

1 mark
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